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KEY BRANDS
Our most popular brands worldwide range 
from luxury cigarettes to value for money 

products, from flavored tobacco to additive-
free and organic products, from fashionable 

superslim cigarettes to classic cigars. 
Take your choice!



Tradition has been one of von Eicken’s most successful brands and 
stands for a luxury product “Made in Germany”. The popular, intense 
Gold cigarette is now accompanied by two new versions in spectacular, 
eye-catching packs supporting the brand’s recognition value: Platinum, a 
high-quality Virginia blend cigarette of medium strength as well as a fresh 
Menthol cigarette. Von Eicken Tradition – created for the sophisticated 
smoker. See more on page 17!

Chapman Superslim Cigars are available in four unique variants: 
The traditional Classic No.1 as well as the deliciously flavored versions 
Vanilla No.2, Cherry No.3 and Coffee No.4. Made from high-quality 
tobaccos combined with fine flavors, they guarantee intense taste and 
an exceptional smoking pleasure. Furthermore, the detailed design and 
remarkable surface fulfill consumers’ highest expectations. 
See more on page 35!

Pipers offers the full-bodied and intense smoking pleasure of pipe 
smoking with the convenience of a ready-to-use cigarillo product. 
These Little Cigars are available in soft pack units of 20 filter cigars in 
the variants, Sweet Cherry, Sweet Vanilla and Sweet Coffee. 
See more on page 38!

CHAPMAN 

PIPERS 

TRADITION PLATINUM

CANDLELIGHT CLASSIC LINE

The former Candlelight Senorita cigars are now called Candlelight Club 
and have received a remarkable design update. The new fresh appea-
rance makes the packaging stand out as elegant and timeless with a 
modern touch. The packaging options range from new hard packs to 
the well-known wooden boxes and innovative tins. As the Candlelight 
Corona cigars have been included in the design update, the full Candle-
light Classic cigar range is now available in the modernized look. 
See more on pages 41-43!
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The relaunch of von Eicken’s premium water pipe tobacco means not 
only a new design connecting classic, oriental elements with a modern 
optic. Furthermore, the tobacco mixture has been optimized related to 
moisture rate and flavor intensity. Sindbad consists of premium Virginia 
tobaccos and complex aroma compositions made in Germany, providing 
excellent quality and taste. Available in twelve fruity versions in aroma 
sealing packs. See more on page 50!
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As one of the leading independent, family managed businesses, Joh. Wilh. von 
Eicken GmbH has its headquarters in Lübeck, Germany, and produces the full 
range of tobacco products from the raw tobacco to the finished smoking product.

The history of the company can be traced back to the year 1770 when Johann 
Wilhelm von Eicken started his own tobacco manufacture. His vision was to 
create tobacco products that give people moments of enjoyment and true 
smoking pleasure. This vision is still valid today and becomes visible in our slogan 
“TOBACCO PASSION SINCE 1770”.

The combination of tobacco experience for over 247 years, highest quality 
standards, continuous innovation as well as flexibility is the key to von Eicken’s 
success. Developing new products and ideas, optimizing internal production 
processes and expanding international distribution to fulfill the requirements of 
our worldwide customers are the centric, daily tasks within the company.

In order to continuously improve the quality of all tobacco products even further, 
the Joh. Wilh. von Eicken GmbH has been awarded and maintains certification 
of the IFS. As one of five standards acknowledged by the Global Food Safety 
Initiative, it makes the highest quality demands on raw materials, storage and 
manufacturing processes as well as the subsequent logistics. 

Stretching over eight generations, von Eicken stands out for experience, 
tradition, sustainability, modern manufacturing and production proudly “Made in 
Germany”. With a wide variety of products and strong brands, the company fulfills 
broad customer preferences across differing market requirements. Furthermore, 
close contact to our customers, trade partners and market dynamics allow us to 
keep developing concepts into innovative products.

VON EICKEN – TOBACCO PASSION SINCE 1770

Contact address: 
Joh. Wilh. von Eicken GmbH 
Drechslerstr. 1-3 
23556 Lübeck 
GERMANY

Phone: +49 (0)451/8 90 06-0
Fax: +49 (0)451/8 90 06-139
E-mail: info@von-eicken.com
Internet: www.von-eicken.com 
Managing directors: Johann Wilhelm von Eicken · Marc von Eicken
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Allure - American Blend 
Be charmed by Allure

When it comes to tasteful American Blend tobacco in combination with an eye-
catching, luxurious and feminine design, Allure is the brand to choose. The elegant 
floral décor, twinkling luminosity in glittering colors and the melodic brand name 
embody glamour, strength and style consciousness.

In a world of dynamics, strain and restlessness Allure brings you the opportunity for a 
calming break while you enjoy your private moment of smoking pleasure.
These fine American Blend cigarettes are available as King Size and Superslim 
cigarettes in different smoking values as well as with menthol flavor. Smokers who 
prefer a fresh and fruity experience will choose the flavored Superslim variants 
Strawberry or Apple. 

Both Allure King Size and Superslims are also available as organic Virginia Blend 
cigarettes, which are free of pesticides, artificial fertilizers and any other additives.
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Ashford – American Blend
Superb quality and excellent flavor guaranteed

With the brand Ashford, von Eicken offers another high-class cigarette brand 
in the portfolio that guarantees superb quality, excellent flavor and a modern and 
energetic design. 

Due to its classic creation – a blend of finest tobaccos from the best tobacco 
producing regions across the globe – its typical taste ensures full smoking pleasure.

Ashford King Size and Superlim cigarettes come as a wide range of cigarettes
with different smoking values and pure American Blend flavor. For a cool and fresh 
taste, it is also available in a classic menthol version.
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Burton – American Blend
An Original

Burton is a true original, known for quality American Blend tobaccos at a straight 
forward value for money price point. Burton stands for uncompromising good quality, 
great taste and is as self-confident and modern as its smokers.

Its pure and timeless look makes Burton an evergreen in the tobacco business, while a 
popular blend from a selection of the finest tobaccos has been developed to offer the 
best smoking pleasure.

Burton is available in a wide range of cigarettes from classic American Blend to 
additive free products and a fresh menthol flavor. For an extra smooth taste, Burton 
White is your choice. Additionally, Burton is available as Superslim cigarettes with 
different smoking values and menthol flavor.
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Burton Value – American Blend
An Original

Burton is a true original, known for quality American Blend tobaccos at a straight 
forward value for money price point. Burton stands for uncompromising good quality, 
great taste and is as self-confident and modern as its smokers.

The Burton Value cigarettes have a special focus on the quantity of cigarettes within 
the packs. With its popular American Blend these products are especially made for 
price sensitive target groups and bargain hunters, who are fond of the brand Burton. 
Available in two different strengths and different pack sizes.
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Compliment – American Blend
International Premium Blend

Our Compliment cigarettes are the result of many years of experience and von 
Eicken’s passion for tobacco. Finest selected tobaccos are used for this excellent 
American Blend cigarette. Its harmonious combination of fine tobaccos makes 
Compliment so unique.

Compliment King Size cigarettes are available in elegant Round Corner packs with 
a modern firm filter, a premium charcoal filter or with a recessed filter system for a 
smoother smoke. Compliment is also available as Superslim cigarettes with different 
smoking values.
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Denim – American Blend
At home in the world

Denim cigarettes are made from American Blend tobaccos and stand for best quality, 
great taste and a striking value for money – all made in Germany.

The timeless look with bright colors makes it perfectly suitable for the tobacco 
business in various markets worldwide. The brand attracts a wide range of smokers, 
who are looking for high quality smoking pleasure on a moderate price. Take your 
choice!
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Manitou – Virginia Tobacco
100% Virginia Tobacco without additives

The conscious choice of high-quality tobacco and its additive-free processing are the most 
distinguishing features of Manitou products. Manitou premium tobacco is a blend of finest 
Virginia tobacco coming from the best tobacco-growing areas worldwide. The tobaccos processed 
in all Manitou products are 100% free of chemical additives like preservatives, humectants or 
synthetic flavors. No reconstituted sheet tobacco and no processed tobacco stems, only whole 
leaf tobaccos are used. 

• 100% leaf tobacco 
• No chemical additives 
• No flavors 
• No preservatives 

We are convinced that carefully selected and blended additive-free tobacco will result in more 
smoking pleasure than tobacco that is enriched with any flavors.The demanding Manitou smoker 
knows: the most valuable aroma is in the tobacco itself and cannot be replaced by additives!
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Manitou Organic – Virginia Tobacco
Cultivation without pesticides & artificial fertilizers

Manitou stands for pristine smoking pleasure and pure joy of tobacco. 
With the Manitou Organic the consistent step to pure smoking pleasure 
is being pursued even further.

By using only tobaccos from organic farming and thereby free of pesticides and 
artificial fertilizers we strictly take care of using renewable resources in order to 
preserve nature and the environment for future generations.

Besides the organic cultivation of the Manitou Organic products, the whole 
Manitou range is produced free of any additives such as preservatives, 
humectants or synthetic flavors.
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Pepe – Virginia Tobacco
Authentic tobacco for authentic people

Pepe cigarettes reflect the attitude towards tobacco that has been established 
since 1770 when von Eicken was founded. It is experience, confidence and 
constancy in manufacturing tobacco which makes Pepe such an authentic product. 

Finest tobaccos are used for the excellent Pepe blends - all produced without 
additives such as chemicals, flavors or preservatives.

Pepe Virginia cigarettes come along in the following varieties: Pepe Dark Green, 
Rich Green, Easy Green and Fine Green.
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Three Stars – American Blend
A blend of the world´s finest tobaccos

Three Stars is a result of the careful selection and hand blending of some of the 
world’s choicest tobaccos. Consequently the unique taste is what Three Stars has 
become famous for.

Choose from Three Stars Full Flavor, Lights, Ultra or Menthol and experience 
the rich flavor of these American Blend cigarettes.
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VON EICKEN TRADITION – Virginia Blend
Feel the success

Von Eicken Tradition is especially created for the discerning smoker who refuses 
to compromise on taste. Made of premium tobacco, the refined blends are the 
result of von Eicken’s tradition, experience and knowledge accumulated over eight 
generations.

Tradition cigarettes are produced with the greatest care as a high-quality product of 
the house of von Eicken where tobacco has been our focus since 1770. As a luxury 
cigarette brand “Made in Germany”, Von Eicken Tradition enjoys a leading position 
in the world for its quality, innovation and design.

Tradition Gold Virginia flavor with a spectacular golden pack is a major brand 
worldwide with a big recognition value. For smokers preferring a medium strength, 
the new Platinum version with an equally spectacular pack is the right choice. 
Additionally, Tradition is available as fresh menthol version.
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VON EICKEN TRADITION – Virginia Blend
Feel the success - newly interpreted

Von Eicken Tradition is especially created for the discerning smoker who refuses 
to compromise on taste. Made of premium tobacco, the refined blends are the 
result of von Eicken’s tradition, experience and knowledge accumulated over eight 
generations.

Tradition cigarettes are produced with the greatest care as a high-quality product of 
the house of von Eicken where tobacco has been our focus since 1770. As a luxury 
cigarette brand “Made in Germany”, Von Eicken Tradition enjoys a leading position 
in the world for its quality, innovation and design.

Tradition Gold Virginia flavor with a spectacular golden pack is a major brand 
worldwide with a big recognition value. For smokers preferring a medium strength, 
the new Platinum version with an equally spectacular pack is the right choice. 
Additionally, Tradition is available as fresh menthol version.

18
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VON EICKEN TRADITION – American Blend
Feel the success

Von Eicken Tradition is especially created for the discerning smoker who refuses 
to compromise on taste. Made of premium tobacco, the refined blends are the 
result of von Eicken’s tradition, experience and knowledge accumulated over eight 
generations.

Tradition cigarettes are produced with the greatest care as a high-quality product 
of the house of von Eicken where tobacco has been our focus since 1770. As a luxury 
cigarette brand “Made in Germany”, Von Eicken Tradition enjoys a leading position 
in the world for its quality, innovation and design.

The sophisticated American Blend version is available as Red with an intense flavor or 
as White with a smooth taste of medium strength.
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Ashford – Virginia Tobacco
Traditional English Blend

Ashford Bright Virginia is the right choice for demanding connoisseurs who prefer 
finest Virginia Tobacco with a classic traditional English note.
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Burton Fine Cut – American Blend
An Original

Burton is a true original, known for quality American Blend tobaccos at a straight 
forward value for money price point. Burton stands for uncompromising good quality, 
great taste and is as self-confident and modern as its smokers.

Its pure and timeless look makes Burton an evergreen in the tobacco business, while 
a popular blend from a selection of the finest tobaccos has been developed to offer 
the best smoking pleasure.

Burton is available in a wide range of fine cut tobaccos. Taste Burton Fine Cut as 
Original, White, Menthol or Burton Free without additives!
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Burton Volume Tobacco – American Blend
An Original

Burton is a true original, known for quality American Blend tobaccos at a straight 
forward value for money price point. Burton stands for uncompromising good quality, 
great taste and is as self-confident and modern as its smokers.

Burton Volume Tobacco is expanded in a special production process, which allows you 
to make more cigarettes using the same amount of tobacco without a compromise 
on taste. Burton Volume Tobacco is available as Full Flavor, Fine Flavor or an additive-
free version.
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Denim - Half Zware, Zware Shag, Classic Roll-Your-Own
Simply good tobacco

Denim Rolling Tobacco offers what really counts: simply good tobacco!
The new concept under the branding of Denim creates clarity and helps to avoid 
disorientation and confusion when looking at an overloaded tobacco shelf and small 
product brandings.

Denim helps to find what is sought for by putting the category straight into focus.
Available as Classic Blend, Half Zware and Zware Shag in pouches and tins.
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Denim Volume Tobacco 
American Blend

Denim Volume Tobacco is a quality American Blend tobacco with a striking value 
for money. The eye-catching design has been inspired by the classic all-American 
street style.

With Denim Full Flavor Volume tobacco you are able to get the most out of your 
tobacco! Thanks to the special dry ice expanding process our high-quality Denim
tobacco becomes particularly efficient when it comes to tubing.
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Dockers - American Blend, Half Zware, Zware Shag
100% free of artificial flavoring

This fine cut tobacco has the ideal rolling characteristics for you! People who roll 
cigarettes to enjoy an individual taste need a tobacco with a tailor-made long cut 
quality. Dockers fine cut is made with a particular cutting-technique which converts 
the tobacco leaves to especially long tobacco fibers. This long cut quality gives the 
tobacco ideal characteristics for rolling your own cigarettes and enables you to 
enjoy the typical Dockers flavor.

Dockers offer the aromatic tobacco tastes from sundried and dark-fired Virginia  
tobaccos in the varieties Zware Shag and Half Zware Shag. In addition, Dockers 
American Blend from best Virginia and Burley tobaccos provide an full-bodied, 
pleasurable smoke.
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Harvest – Flavor Finecut
The aromatic side of life

This flavored American Blend tobacco is a first class fine cut of premium quality. 
Long term flavoring experiences of our experts are the backbone of this outstanding 
product. Enjoy the fresh and fruity taste of the Harvest finecut range!

The Harvest Café Lounge enfolds the varieties Double Vanilla, Coffee, Caramel and 
Vanilla while the Harvest Fruit Lounge offers the Peach, Strawberry, Cherry, Wild 
Berry, Apple Lemon, Mint and Black Currant blend.

The tobacco is wrapped in a roll pouch which ensures that all aromas are saved 
properly. Harvest guarantees a unique smoking experience for smokers who prefer 
aromatic taste.
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Manitou – Virginia Tobacco
100% Virginia Tobacco without additives
The conscious choice of high-quality tobacco and its additive-free processing are the most 
distinguishing features of Manitou products. Manitou premium tobacco is a blend of finest Virginia 
tobacco coming from the best tobacco-growing areas worldwide. The tobaccos processed in all 
Manitou products are 100% free of chemical additives like preservatives, humectants or synthetic 
flavors. No reconstituted sheet tobacco and no processed tobacco stems, only whole leaf tobaccos 
are used.

• 100% leaf tobacco       
• No chemical additives 
• No flavors 
• No preservatives

We are convinced that carefully selected and blended additive-free tobacco will result in more 
smoking pleasure than tobacco that is enriched with any flavors. The demanding Manitou smoker 
knows: the most valuable aroma is in the tobacco itself and cannot be replaced by additives! 
Manitou tobaccos can be ordered as Virginia Blue, Virginia Gold and Virginia Pink.
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Manitou Organic – Virginia Tobacco
Cultivation without pesticides & artificial fertilizers

Mantiou stands for pristine smoking pleasure and pure joy of tobacco. 
With the Manitou Organic the consistent step to pure smoking pleasure 
is being pursued even further.

By using only tobaccos from organic farming and thereby free of pesticides and 
artificial fertilizers we strictly take care of using renewable resources in order to 
preserve nature and the environment for future generations.

Besides the organic cultivation of the Mantiou Organic products, the whole 
Manitou range is produced free of any additives such as preservatives, 
humectants or synthetic flavors.
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Pepe – Virginia Tobacco
Authentic tobacco for authentic people

Pepe tobacco reflects the attitude towards tobacco that has been established 
since 1770 when von Eicken was founded. It is the experience, the confidence 
and the constancy in manufacturing tobacco which makes Pepe such an 
authentic product. 

Pepe Roll-your-own tobacco is perfectly suitable for rolling, while Pepe Volume 
tobacco is the right choice for tubing.
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Burton ECO Cigarillos
American Blend

Burton stands for uncompromising good quality, great taste and is as self-confident 
and modern as its smokers. Its blend is a composition of finest Virginia and aromatic 
Burley tobaccos and impresses with a 100% natural wrapper. 

Burton filter cigarillos are available in the varieties Original, White, Vanilla and 
Menthol. Furthermore, available as low weight cigarillos. 
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Candlelight – Aroma Mini Cigars
Vanilla, Cherry, Aromatic, Coconut, Sumatra, Havana Filler  

Like all products of the Candlelight family the Candlelight Mini cigars – fondly known 
as the “little brother” of the successful Candlelight Club cigars – amaze smokers all 
over the world through their mild taste and smooth aroma.

The specialty of Candlelight Aroma Mini Cigars is the subtle taste of vanilla, cherry, 
aromatic (Irish Cream) or coconut which complements the mild aroma of the tobaccos 
used. The pleasant taste and scent of the cigar is highly admired by customers. 
Additionally, Candlelight Mini Sumatra offers the original taste of tobacco.

The Mini Cigar and the small, manageable product size with 10 Mini Cigars per 
package have been developed for the high demand of sophisticated, young 
customers who are searching for convenient and high-quality smoking solutions.
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Candlelight – Aroma Filter Cigars
Vanilla, Cherry, Aromatic, Coconut, Menthol, Sumatra 

Enjoy the typical aromatic, mild character of Candlelight in the most modern way! 
Smooth on the one hand, but with the convenient use of a filter on the other – 
for an excellent new smoking pleasure.

The Candlelight filter cigars have been developed for the high demand of sophisti-
cated, young customers who are searching for convenient and high-quality smoking 
solutions. Smokers can choose between two handy product sizes with 10 or 20 filter 
cigars per package or individually sealed cigars, which are packed in an attractive 
sales unit of 50 filter cigars, activating impulse buying at the point of sale.

The Candlelight filter cigars are available in six delicious flavors: vanilla, cherry, 
aromatic (Irish Cream), coconut, menthol and Sumatra.
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Chapman Superslim Cigars
Classic No.1, Vanilla No.2, Cherry No.3, Coffee No.4

The new Chapman Superslim Cigars are characterized by an intense aroma providing 
unique smoking pleasure.
They are available in four distinguishing variants. On the one hand the traditional 
Classic version, which is made of a high-quality blend of Brazilian Virginia and Burley 
tobaccos. On the other hand the three deliciously flavored versions vanilla, cherry and 
coffee consisting of smooth Virginia tobaccos and fine aromas. 

The sweetened tipping paper emphasizes their exceptional taste even further.
Chapman Superslim Cigars come in outstanding packs with a detailed design and a 
surface that feels good to the touch. Hence, Chapman is ideal for people with high 
expectations on taste and design.
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Harvest Superslim & Little Cigars 
The aromatic side of life

Harvest offers an attractive choice of creamy and fruity flavors, pure and original tobacco 
taste as well as a fresh menthol aroma. These cigars are made for fashion conscious con-
sumers who prefer an up to date design and also enjoy smoking aromatic flavor cigars 
at a moderate price. 

The Little Cigars impress with their elegant and sweetened tipping paper and the 
pleasantly flavored tobacco blends with the taste of vanilla, cherry, coffee or coconut. 
They are available in packs of 10 cigars or individually sealed single sticks in an 
attractive display unit, activating impulse buying at the checkout area.

The Superslims are innovative and elegant filter cigars striking with pleasantly smooth 
tobacco blends in an exquisite slim package design. They are available in packs of 20 
cigars with creamy vanilla flavor, a fruity cherry blend, pure and original tobacco taste 
as well as a fresh menthol version.
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Jockey Filter Cigarillos 
American Blend

The combination of a natural wrapper and classic American Blend tobacco, equally 
balanced through the filter-ventilation-system, generates this harmonious smoking 
pleasure – a perfect alternative for cigarette smokers.

Jockey Filter Cigars are available as Full Flavor (RED), Light (BLUE) and Menthol.
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Pipers Little Cigars
…with the spirit of pipe tobacco

Pipers offers the full-bodied and intense smoking pleasure of pipe smoking with 
the convenience of a ready-to-use cigarillo product. 

Over 200 years of pipe tobacco experience create the unmistakable fine taste you 
only know from pipe tobacco. The composition of various original pipe tobaccos 
are blended to a special mixture which is used for this extra-long filter cigar. 

Rich aromas achieve the typical taste and sweet scent pipe aficionados highly
appreciate, the sweet dipped filter rounds the product with an extra boost of aroma.
Pipers Little Cigars are available in soft pack units of 20 filter cigars in the variants 
Sweet Cherry, Sweet Vanilla and Sweet Coffee. Pipe Tobacco pleasure – ready-to-use.
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Belmore – Red Seal Edition
Connecticut and Maduro

For many years, the Belmore Cigar Selection has remained one of the most wanted 
and sought-after handmade premium long filler cigar range that is made in our cigar 
factory Tabacalera von Eicken in the Dominican Republic.

The Red Seal Edition does not only surprise with extraordinarily high quality cigars 
but also with sophisticated, innovative packaging methods putting particular care into 
details. These attributes support the character and allow special market positioning.
Belmore Red Seal Box of 10´s are available in the formats Corona, Robusto, Double 
Corona, Churchill, Matador, Torpedo and Toro Grande. Furthermore Red Seal Robusto 
is also available in a carton sleeve of 3 or in exclusive carton tubes. 

Convince yourself of the excellent quality of these cigars and the highly esteemed 
Dominican craftsmanship; be invited to taste the pleasant and unique aroma of our 
Belmore Red Seal Edition.
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Candlelight Classic – Club Cigars
Sumatra, Brasil and Havana Filler

Candlelight Club Cigars – a creation of our connoisseurs and their valuable 
experience – are available in the three classic variations Sumatra, Havana Filler and 
Brasil. Their specialty is the subtle fine aroma that complements the original taste of 
the tobaccos used.

The filler of the Candlelight Club Sumatra and Brasil cigars consist of a blend of Java, 
Brasil, Havana and Domingo tobaccos. The filler of the Candlelight Havana Filler 
cigars consists of selected Remedios and Vuelta Abajo tobaccos from Cuba.

The cigars can be packed in convenient pocket size hard packs with 10 cigars for cigar 
lovers en route, in eye-catching tins with 50 cigars or in stylish wooden boxes with 50 
cigars. A cellophane foil seals in the humidity and aroma for a perfect smoke.
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Candlelight Classic – Corona Cigars
Sumatra, Brasil and Havana Filler

A combination of the valuable experience of our connoisseurs and the high quality 
standards of German manufacture makes the Classic Corona cigar a unique product. 

The filler of the Candlelight Corona cigars Sumatra and Brasil consist of a blend of 
Java, Brasil, Havana and Domingo tobaccos and a Sumatra or Brasil wrapper is used 
for this style. The Havana Filler is a blend of selected Remedios and Vuelta Abajo 
tobaccos from Cuba.

The cigars can be packed in convenient shell & slide packs with 5 cigars, in eye-
catching tins with 25 cigars or in stylish wooden boxes with 25 or 50 cigars. 
A cellophane foil always seals in the humidity and aroma for a perfect smoke.
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Candlelight Classic – Corona & Club Cigar Tins
Sumatra, Havana Filler and Brasil

The exceptional packaging is an eye-catching presentation of the Candlelight 
Classic cigars. The newly designed cigar tin hermetically seals the optimal humidity 
and aroma for a perfect smoke. A tin contains 50 Club cigars or 25 Candlelight 
Corona cigars. 

Each cigar is single foiled which guarantees the unique aroma cigar aficionados  
expect from Candlelight.

Also available as hard pack (Club), shell and slide pack (Corona) or in wooden boxes 
(Club & Corona).
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Don Antonio Churchill Color Line
Handmade Premium Cigars

This Don Antonio Churchill cigar has been handmade in the Dominican Republic 
from carefully selected prime leaf tobaccos of prestigious origins. The eye-catching 
concept with first class hand rolled cigars is available in 12 brilliant colors.

Our customers have the choice between different color combinations and packaging 
types. The Don Antonio Color Line is available in a box of 3, 5, or 10 cigars (with 
magnetic closure or as simple carton box). Furthermore a display with 12 tubes is 
available to activate impulse buying at the checkout area.
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Don Antonio Churchill XO 
Handmade Premium Cigars

Carefully selected aged premium Longfiller cigars 100% handmade in the Dominican 
Republic. Each cigar is individually wrapped with an aromatic cedar liner which gives 
the cigar a very unique finish.

These cigars are the right choice for highly sophisticated smokers who prefer smoking 
premium quality products. The attractive and distinctive XO design gives the Don 
Antonio Longfiller cigar a very extravagant appearance.
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Don Antonio Sleeve Bundles
Handmade Premium Cigars

The unique Don Antonio Sleeve Bundle Edition revolutionize the concept of bundle 
units, offering an elegant and stable carton sleeve to protect the valuable cigars. 
This range of premium cigars is 100% hand-rolled by our master cigar rollers in the 
Dominican Republic.

An innovative attribute is the full color paper wrap that describes not only the cigar 
taste but also its constituents (filler/binder/wrapper), giving the Don Antonio range 
a distinctive look once it is placed in the humidor.

The bundles are available as units of 3 or 10 cigars, for the formats Churchill and 
Robusto in three different sorts: Connecticut Shade (creamy rich aroma) Natural 
Maduro (sweet intense aroma) and Original Seco (creamy smooth aroma).
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Barsdorf´s Bester
Cherry, Vanilla, Honey & Rum, Aromatic Mixture, Bright Virginia

Black Cavendish, Virginia and Burley tobaccos are blended in a smooth and appealing 
mixture. A fine flavor is added to guarantee the perfect taste.

Barsdorf´s Bester is available in the tastes Cherry, Vanilla, Honey & Rum, Aromatic 
mixture and Bright Virginia, packed in pouches or tins. 
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Springwater Exotic Cut
Virginia and Cavendish Tobacco

A mixture of sun cured Virginia tobaccos and black shining Cavendish.  
The natural aroma of the vanilla-fruit together with a slight touch of 
vanilla combine into a pleasant, fruity and exotic taste.
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Sindbad – Premium Water Pipe Tobacco
Find your passion

The water pipe has its origin in India, from where it was brought to the Ottoman 
Empire and into the Arabic world. There it became an integral part of the culture and 
spread into many other countries all over the world. Today’s shisha bars represent 
oriental culture in a modern, cosmopolitan context. Sindbad’s packaging also mirrors 
this mix of classic, oriental elements and a modern optic. A special aluminum bag 
protects the aromas and keeps the optimal moisture level for a long time.

Sindbad consists of premium Virginia tobaccos and complex flavor compositions 
made in Germany. The combination of intense taste, the optimal moisture level and 
production of smoke makes Sindbad the perfect choice for shisha smoking pleasure.

Available in twelve different flavours: Peach (1), Grape (2), Double Apple (3), Orange 
& Cream (4), Blueberry (5), Cherry (6), Strawberry (7), Melon Mix (8), Wild Berries Mix 
(9), Grape Mint (20), Lemon Mint (21) and Apple Mint (22)
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